Next Meeting:

The Illusion

May 29th, 2019
Volume 7, Issue 5
May 2019

Meeting Location and Time: 7:00 Wednesday (May 29th, 2019) at The DeHoff Building — 821 S. Main St. N. Canton, Ohio 44720— Tim Wright Lecture (no member magic)—dinner at Varieties before meeting at 5:00.

The Minutes—Inside The Meeting
How about that battle of
magicians! Another great
convention and another
fun filled weekend. Many
thanks to Jeff Conley for
all of his hard work and
sacrifices to continue the
excellence of this Canton
Tradition started by the
late Tim Deremer. But
more about the magic
convention later. Speaking of fun weekends,
don’t forget about the two
day memorial day magic
auction in Eaton Ohio
hosted by our good friend
Larry McMechan and his
family. The dates are the
25th and the 26th of May,
just right around the corner. This is a fun time for
all that attend. And by the
way, you get some great
pizza. Our November

family banquet and magic
show is also fast approaching and will be
here before you know.
We have new curtains
this year thanks to Brent
Schlender. We also have
a new kids tickets for the
12 and under crowd. This
ticket cost will be roughly
half the price of an adult
ticket. We as a club will
have to do a little more
work from the accounting
end but it should be worth
it for greater attendance.
We also have a great line
up of magical talent already lined up this year.
Our close up performers
this year include the coin
magic of Tommy
Fusillo, Rick Everhart
(Tricky Ricky), Kadeyn
Steffl, and Rory Reuban.

On stage this year will be
Jim Klayder, Brent Schneider, and Drew and Ken
Hutchinson. We are still
looking for a few more
stage acts. I'm expecting a
large crowd this year I
think it’s a great show
shaping up. At this time I
would like to congratulate
Nick Eaton for becoming
the first ever dual winner of
both the close and stage
competition and winning
the Canton Magicrafters
wand of excellence award.
Randy Weidenhamer
Secretary Canton
Magicrafters / IBM #243
330-933-8787 (Cell)
Randy.weidenhamer@gma
il.com

Chees company for all of
the donations that they
made for our club at the
Battle of Magicians. And
all of the donations that
they continually made
throughout the year for
our club. It’s really appreciated. Thanks to Ron
Barnett for securing our
meeting place, the Dehoff
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For The Good Of The Club
First of all we would like
to offer Bob Bryant, the
magical cowboy, our
thoughts and prayers on
his recent illness, although Bob is up and
about and feeling fine.
We would also like to
take this time and give a
big thanks to Brent
Schneider and the Biery

Inside this issue:

Building, through the year
2020. They continually
comment on what a great
job we do every month
returning the room better
than when we walk into it.
And don’t forget about the
Jupiter magic theater in
Alliance Ohio on the second Thursday of each
month. It’s a great time!

Special points of interest:

 The November banquet is shaping up
 Another great battle
 Our first wand winner
 Memorial day magic
auction is here
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The May 2019 Meeting Agenda

Attention Members
Last Meeting Stats:
Attendance: 23
Members: 21
Guests: 2
New Members: 1
Member doing
magic: 7
33.3% of attending
members doing
magic:

Don’t forget that this month
we have a guest lecturer.
None other than our good
friend from Marysville
Ohio, Tim Wright. If you
have never meet Tim or
seen his “Skilldini” act,
then you are missing a true
piece of comedy magic
greatness. Tim is one of
the true “nice guys” in
magic. Tim will be demonstrating some true classics
of magic from the past. As
you may know, Tim is

quite a collector of old magic. And he will be showing
these pieces comparing the
old with the new. Although
we will not be doing member
magic at this meeting due to
the lecture, we will have a
short business meeting before the 7:30 lecture. We will
be taking names for stage
performers for our November banquet. This is a great
time to show off your magical talents. Also we are anxious to hear any comments

on this years International
Battle of Magicians magic
convention.
My comment on the battle
would be thanks to a superior showing by all of young
members who participated
in the stage and close up
competitions. All did a wonderful job and convinces me
that magic in Canton Ohio is
alive and growing well into
the future. .

From the Secretary's Desk—The Battle

“The International Battle of
Magicians has
become a great
tradition for our
club and all of
Canton Ohio. “

The International Battle of
Magicians has become a
great tradition for our club
and all of Canton Ohio.
Many thanks to Jeff Conley for making this happen each year. Also
many thank to all of the
club members who volun-

Our newest member,
Cade Everhart, performed his
initiation show by performing
two fantastic card effects by
finding a thought of card and
another card by just “feeling”.
Great job Cade and congratulations Randy Weidenhamer
demonstrated a great new
method of finding a thought of
card and Rick Everhart
caused the diamond pip on the
ace to jump to another card and

teer their time to help out
with our hospitality room
each and every year. Setting it up , tearing it down,
and generally just keeping it clean and in order.
Many thanks to all who
brought in donations of
food. There is never a

shortage of it. Special
thanks to Emmitt Pennington for donating the
pizzas on Thursday night
and Ken Hutchinson for
chairing all of this madness. Also a special
thanks to Mike Salvino for
crafting the beautiful
wand award for Nick.

Magic at the last meeting!
demonstrated a new balloon animal, a very special monkey. Brent
Schneider showed off his new
Shin Lim deck of cards and how
he was able to pass his sharpie
marker through the chosen card.
Paul Snyder removed a large
safety pin from a piece of cloth
while it was still closed and Nestor Banez did a mentalism routine
in which he found out which of the
7 deadly sins you were really
thinking of. Ron Barnett found

the three selected three cards by
dealing the cards face up into 3 piles
and the selected cards were the last
three cards. And finally Bob Williamson performed his version of the color changing plumes. This ended the
magic for the evening but let’s make
plans to do it again next month.

“

John Carey’s BankWave Solution

.“What is the answer?”
“In that case, what is the question?” – Gertrude Stein
Last month’s CHALLENGE was John Carey’s BANKWAVE. Did you get your thinking cap on to create a solution
(or two) and save some money in the process? Like I wrote last month, “Don’t buy the new, shiny effect…create
your own solution to an effect you like.”
The ad copy reads, “Oh man, that is so clever, it fooled me badly…” Did it fool you? Or did you create a solution?
Watch this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSsFOq60A7c
How did John Carey do it?
EFFECT: BankWave is based on the classic BankNight plot. In the classic bank night effect, the magician is left
with the one envelope out of four that the audience members did not choose. It contains a little folded up bill or a
message proving that you knew which envelope they'd leave
behind. In BankWave, you have EIGHT envelopes. Your spectator freely chooses four for themselves and four for
you.
All four of their envelopes are empty, and the four they selected for you to keep each contain a bill - proving your
incredible skills of psychological influence!
What's even more amazing (for us magicians, anyway...) is that there are no loads or secret switching moves, everything is examinable before and after the effect and the spectator mixes EVERYTHING.
PARAPHINILIA: 8 envelops and money or anything else you want to put in 4 of them.

SOLUTION(S): Dr. Nestor Banez helped with this one. His solution, PATEO…just like that and you have the four
forced envelops chosen all the way through by the spectators. The Doc presented the club a workshop on this force
last year. Recall that when you have an even number of items, the spectator choses two first. And when there is an
odd number, the magician goes first.
Now the question becomes, how can you verify that the four envelops the magician wants to keep? As you shuffle
and the spectator shuffles, keep track of the force envelops by:
Use a color code. By using stickers to close the flaps, we can design a color code for the 4 envelops you want
and the 4 you will force (fig 1). You could use 8 different colors and memorize the force colors. Or here, I
used 4 colors and positioned the smiley faces to mark the force envelops. The stickers are placed with the
eyes in line with the flap or positioned misaligned with the flap. Can you see the difference? The Purple and
Green are my force envelops (the eyes are aligned with the flap). The Blue and Yellow are misaligned.
My favorite; use a small piece of stiff card board in the four envelops, and as they are shuffled you can feel the
stiff ones versus the others in laying them down for the “random” PATEO choices (fig 2).
Feel the envelops. Put a small dab of hot glue on the 4 envelops you want to keep. Each time you shuffle them,
feel for the bumps (fig 3).
Trim the flaps of the four you want to force (fig 4).
Long and Short envelops. Trim the envelops like a svengalli deck.

By utilizing one of the solutions or a combination, proceed with the effect as in the video. Performing this effect over
time, you will begin to create your won presentation and discover many more things to force, such as a named card,
or a prediction effect.
THE SHUFFLE: The four force envelops are handed out to the spectator to shuffle, while the magician (or hand out
the other four to another spectator) shuffles. Then the four envelops are switched so that the spectators shuffles the
other four. And the magician shuffles the four force envelops.
The magician takes the four shuffled envelops back from the spectator and places them on the bottom of the four envelops being held. The current set up is now the four force envelops are on top of the four other envelops.
Deal down two envelops at a time from left to right. Stack the first two envelops on top of the last two envelops. The
second two stack on top of the third two. Then place the last stack on the this stack. The current situation; two force
envelops followed by two envelops followed by two force envelops followed by two envelops. You are now in a situation to begin the equivoque.
Deal down the first two and have the spectator chose any one for themselves. It doesn’t matter which one is chosen,
they are both the force envelops. Next deal down two and have the spectator chose one for the magician. Deal the
next two and have the spectator chose one for themselves. Then deal the final two and have the spectator chose one
for the magician.
At this point the spectator has two of the force envelops and the magician has two envelops. The stack left has two
envelops on top of two force envelops.

You can either flip the stack over and proceed with the choices, with the spectator choosing one for them and then
choose one for the magician, leaving one of each envelop for the final phase.
Or you can perform a Stack shuffle that looks like shuffling four envelops but really you are stacking the two force
envelops on top of the other two envelopes. The actions are; take the top two envelops in the right hand and the bottom two envelops in the left hand. Slide the first envelop of each pack up and bring both hands together and strip out
the two cards sticking out with your right hand. Perform the same actions one more time and place the two envelops
left in your right hand on the bottom of the two envelops in your left hand. Thereby stacking the two force envelops
on top of the other two envelops. Now you are in the position to proceed with having the spectator choose an envelop for themselves. And then they chose one for the magician.
Leaving only two envelops left, one envelope and one force envelop. Use your favorite magician’s choice methods
to have the spectator choose the force envelop. One way is to have the spectator hold each envelop in each hand
and have them raise one hand. If they raise the force envelop, tell them to put the other one on the table. If they
raise the other envelope tell them that this is gone, and they are left with the force envelope.
AFTERTHOUGHTS: I read online a suggestion that you could use this as a kind of Roulette effect. You tell the
spectators that there are four very dangerous and fatal things in some of the envelopes and completely harmless in
others. You tell them that you are going to psychically/psychologically steer them to safety.
In the end you open up your envelopes and the words are: poison, TNT, deadly cobra and shark. When they open
their envelopes, they find photos of a puppy, a daisy, a smiling baby and a sign that reads SAFE.
Which leads me to think you can perform a routine similar to Tom Stone’s Hug-Kill effect called “Of Dice and Men”
with the eight envelops. You explain that you are going to let them use fate to decide how you greet them. You remove pieces of papers from the envelops they all read "Hug". You hug the spectator. Showing the discarded envelops say "Kill".
Or in each of the spectator's envelopes a card in each has the words, “Always,” “follow,” “your,” and “intuition.” As
you take out the cards, place them to spell out the whole line, “Always follow Your Intuition.” And when the magician
opens the last four envelopes, the cards are all blank.
Finally, you could perform this on stage with large colored envelopes.
Look for a new THINK MAGIC next month. Keep your ideas coming. If we can gather enough unique magic effects
our club can send in a Magicrafters Parade for the Linking Ring Magazine. Just a thought for the future.
Email any ideas or solutions to the challenges to egpennington@hotmail.com . Or send a video and I will write it up
for you.
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Canton Magicrafters Classified Ads / Web Sites
Randy Weidenhamer

Michael Bishop

Jeff Conley

hypnomike.com

battleofmagicians.com

Jeff Conley

Rick Everhart
everhartmagic.com

themagicofrandy.com

John Mayer

misterjeff.com

mmpmagic.com

John Walker
jw-magic.com
Rory Reuban

Dan Weaver
photosbydanweaver.com

Rfunhouse.com

Michael Oddo

Mike Salvino

michaeloddo.com

salvinomagic.com

Jim Klayder
jim@jupitermagictheater.c
om

2018 Club Officers
Jeff Conley
President
Brent Schnieder
Vice President
Randy Weidenhamer
Secretary
Mike Salvino
Treasurer
Brent Schneider
Librarian

Emmett Pennington
Emmettmagic.com

The Magic Calendar For 2019 and More to Come
May 29th 2019

July 31th 2019

September 25th 2019

Canton Magicrafters
monthly meeting 7:00 at
the Dehoff building. Tim
Wright lecture.

Canton Magicrafters
monthly meeting 7:00 at
the Dehoff building

Canton Magicrafters
monthly meeting 7:00 at
the Dehoff building—
John Carey Lecture

June 27th 2019
Canton Magicrafters
monthly meeting 7:00 at
the Dehoff building

August 28th 2019

Monthly Magic
Theme:
Lecture Night
with Tim Wright

Canton Magicrafters
monthly meeting 7:00 at
the Dehoff building

2019 Battle of Magicians Dual Winner—Nick Eaton

Next Meeting:
May 29th, 2019
The DeHoff Building
821 S. Main St.
North Canton, Ohio 44720
Meets the last Wednesday of each
month
Randy Weidenhamer / Secretary
Phone: 330-933-8787 (Cell)
E-mail: randy.weidenhamer@gmail.com

Put A Little Magic Into Your Life And
See You At The Meeting!

Canton Magicrafters

We’re on the Web:
www.cantonmagicrafters.com

The Canton Magicrafters were organized on April 17,
1920 (before IBM) by a group of 20 magicians from Canton Ohio to further the art of magic and the allied arts in
Canton Ohio and the surrounding area. The club disbanded and was later reformed in 1960. The first new
meeting hosted 10 magicians. The Canton Magicrafters,
as we are called now, quickly grew to 26 members and
became a chartered I.B.M. Ring, # 243, on April 15,
1977. We now boast a membership of more than 30 magicians of all ages, styles, abilities, and skill levels from
all over Stark County and beyond. Monthly meeting, banquets and shows, auctions, picnics, club library, road
trips, lectures, and much more are just a few of the
things the Canton Magicrafters have to offer their members. The Canton Magicrafters have a proud history of
serving the magic community in Stark County for many
years, and we hope to continue for many more.

I.B.M. Ring # 243
Canton, Ohio

